
Post-Triad Survey 

 

Behaviour 

1. Do you find it hard to stay in your seat during class?    Y     S      N 

2. Do teachers have to tell you often to quiet down?           Y     S      N 

3. Do you find it hard to work in groups with your friends?    Y     S      N 

4.   Describe your behaviour at school. How do you act at school? 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Participation and Engagement 

1. Are you interested in the topics or themes talked about at school?     Y    S     N 

2. Do you feel that your opinions are listened to by your teachers and classmates? 

Y     S     N 

3. Do you feel you are listening to what is going on in the classroom or do you find you are 

zoning out?  Yes, I listen    Sometimes I zone out     No, I never listen 

4. Do you learn with your learning style?      Y    S     N 

5. Do you ask a lot of questions about what you’re learning?     Y     S     N 

6. Can you describe a time when you felt like an expert on a topic? How did that make you 

feel? 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Self Esteem and Confidence 

1. Do you feel like you’re a special person in your classroom?         Y     S     N 



2. Do you feel like your teacher knows your interests?        Y     S     N 

3. Is it hard for you to get up in front of your class to speak?      Y     S     N 

4. Do you feel you’re in a competition with the other students in your classroom?     

Y     S     N 

5. Describe something in the classroom that you are really proud of. 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Motivation 

1. How bored are you at school?   Never     Sometimes     Always 

2. Are you challenged at school?   Never     Sometimes     Always 

3. Does your teacher bring your interests into the classroom?  

Never     Sometimes     Always 

4. Do you like coming to school?     Yes     Sometimes    No 

5. What motivates you at school?  

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


